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[01:04:02] [Session One: 13 July 2015]  
 
00:00:00  Alfred Brainard [AB] born and grew up in Sierra Leone, moved to London to study 

Library and Information Services at Thames Valley University. Description of 
graduate jobs: Westminster libraries, now Wandsworth libraries. Comments on 
having worked with the British Council before coming to the UK: purchasing English 
books and newspapers. Comments that his father inspired him to read and be 
involved in books through a disciplined education. Remarks that father was an 
English teacher, taught him to relate to books. Comments on radio being useful in 
language learning. Anecdote about learning rhymes.  



00:05:48   Discussion about family life. Comments that he has six brothers. Remarks that they 
would finish school at 2pm each day and take part in a number of activities: tennis, 
football. Remarks that they all had different interests. Comments that older brother 
was more interested in church and their Catholicism than the other brothers. Remarks 
that there were always books in the house and that they would save their pocket 
money to buy books. Comments that there were always a lot of people in the house. 
Discussion about mother’s job: seamstress, training others, making outfits for priests. 
Comments that religion was a big part of childhood: attending church every Sunday. 
Comments that they were encouraged to make their own decisions about religion as 
they grew up. 

00:11:42 Discussion about career aspirations. Remarks that he considered careers in 
accountancy, international relations but decided on a career related to books. 
Comments that books are extremely valuable. Discussion about father: collected and 
preserved books and photos. Comments that his father would never throw away 
books or magazines. Remarks that his father passed away three years ago in Sierra 
Leone. Mentions that AB has a daughter. 

00:13:40 Discussion about control over reading in childhood. Remarks that some magazines 
were restricted but that they would look at catalogues. Mentions that his father had a 
Clarks catalogue.  

00:15:50 Discussion about reading tastes during school. Comments that he became interested 
in literature at secondary school. Mentions William Shakespeare, Macbeth and The 
Merchant of Venice. Comments that he went to an all boy’s boarding school: very 
disciplined. Description of school schedule: work during the day, dinner, siesta, back 
to classroom or library, bed. Comments that reading helps you to think about an 
create characters. Discussion about African writers. Mentions Chinua Achebe, Things 
Fall Apart. Mentions Buchi Emecheta. Comments that African writers were a part of 
the curriculum as well as other literature. Comments on learning about different 
political systems: gained a good understanding of the politics, culture and history of 
different countries. Comments that he enjoyed studying Latin and was also taught 
French.  

00:22:18 Discussion about internship with the British Council and awareness of British culture. 
Comments that people around his family thought they were different: European 
friends, interests, Irish influence. Story about friendship with expat neighbours. 
Remarks on deciding to move to the UK on completion of study and following the 
British Council internship. Comments that it was not the intention to settle here, but 
just to be further educated. Remarks on finding his discipline and enjoying the culture 
here. Comments that friends and family in Sierra Leone now consider him to be 
European. 

00:27:08 Discussion about libraries. Comments that he decided to study Library and 
Information Services because of reading habit. Remarks that books are a tool for 
raising awareness. Comments that he had friends working in libraries, visited libraries 
as a child. 

00:28:45 Discussion about reading tastes. Comments that he likes books about people’s lives: 
biographies, non-fiction and historical novels. Comments that History is a part of him: 
interested in African history. Mentions James Patterson. Remarks that he appreciates 
reading fiction about families, community, society, discrimination: helps to understand 
human beings and appreciate other people.  

00:32:47 Discussion about reading groups: joined as facilitator when working for Wandsworth 
libraries. Comments that the group has been around for many years and has been 
reduced to a small number of members. Discussion about impact of staffing changes 
on reading group. Description of variety of activities the library used to have and how 
budget cuts have affected the size of, and attendance at, the group.  Comments that 
they would sometimes discuss newspaper articles and television programmes: a 
social network.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



00:40:36 Discussion about reading group specifically discussing black authors. Comments that 
books by black authors were in a special collection and that some visitors would 
accuse them of segregation. Mentions Maja Angelou, Alice Walker and Nelson 
Mandela. Comments that it was a specialist area, comparable to nineteenth century 
literature section. Remarks that talks in the library were delivered by authors of 
varying ethnicity. Comments that there has been a drop in numbers since books by 
black authors have been absorbed into the general collection.  

00:46:46  Discussion about Seasons reading group: led by AB and colleague, Selma. Further 
discussion about impact of staffing issues on group. Comments that he is no longer a 
part of the discussions in the group due to staffing and that he instead now collects 
the books for them. Comments that the group will continue with the help of library 
staff and dedicated members. Remarks that member feedback can help improve 
provision of service. 

00:52:53  Conclusion of first session of interview and discussion about favourite books. 
Discussion about William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar: quote has stayed with AB. 
Comments that Shakespearean language is difficult and reading it can develop your 
language skills. Mentions George Orwell, Animal Farm: first read in secondary school 
and again at University. Comments that it is political satire which addresses difficult 
issues. Mentions Chinua Achabe. Mentions Alice Walker. Mentions Buchi Emecheta, 
Second-class Citizen: on order for the reading group.  

00:58:26 Discussion about daughter: two years old, very fond of books, can read numbers and 
the alphabet. Comments that his daughter has a tablet and that she uses it to learn 
rhymes. Mentions Peppa Pig series. Mentions that he takes her to the library.  

 
01:04:02 [End of Session One] 
 
 

 
 


